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Abstract
We present an extensive study into aesthetic measures in unsupervised evolutionary art (EvoArt). In contrast to several mainstream EvoArt approaches we
evolve images without human interaction, using one or more aesthetic measures
as fitness functions. We perform a series of systematic experiments, comparing 7 different aesthetic measures through subjective criteria (‘style’) as well as
by quantitative measures reflecting properties of the evolved images. Next, we
investigate the correlation between aesthetic scores by aesthetic measures and
calculate how aesthetic measures judge each others images. Furthermore, we
run experiments in which two aesthetic measures are acting simultaneously using a Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm. Hereby we gain insights in the
joint effects on the resulting images and the compatibility of different aesthetic
measures.
Keywords: Evolutionary Computation, Genetic Programming, Evolutionary
Art, Computational Aesthetics, Multi-Objective Optimisation

1. Introduction
Evolutionary art is a research field that investigates the application of evolutionary computation in the creation of aesthetically pleasing images. The
field of evolutionary art was instigated by ’The Blind Watchmaker’ by Richard
Dawkins [1], a book on biological evolution. In his book Dawkins evolved stick
figures called ‘biomorphs’ to demonstrate the process of evolution. The idea of
interactively evolving images led to the birth of evolutionary art (EvoArt), and
also started interactive evolutionary computation, or IEC, as a methodology
within the field of evolutionary computation.
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In IEC, a human being fulfils the role of the fitness function (a function that
determines the fitness of an individual in the population) and for quite some
years EvoArt was closely tied to IEC, mainly because it was widely considered
that aesthetic evaluation was too complex to automate. Takagi [2] provides
a a good overview of IEC applied in EvoArt, evolutionary design and many
other domains. Since the work of Dawkins, several researchers have successfully
evolved aesthetically pleasing images [3, 4, 5] and good overviews of EvoArt are
by Romero & Machado [6] and Bentley et al [7].
Whereas IEC has been successful in the field of EvoArt, IEC is not without its
disadvantages. In a typical interactive evolutionary art system, a user is presented with a number of images, and the user has to select one or more images
that may survive into the next generation. This step is repeated for a number
of generations. Using this setup, a number of restrictions emerge. First of all,
there is a limit of images that one could present to a user (per generation). Next,
there is a limit on the number of generations that users are willing (or able) to
select images. These restrictions are caused by ‘user fatigue’, and user fatigue
is one of the fundamental ‘issues’ of IEC. User fatigue may lead to inconsistent
evaluations by users (e.g. a user may not make the same aesthetic evaluations
under similar conditions). A natural way to circumvent the limitations in IEC
is to remove the human from the loop: unsupervised evolutionary art. One of
the earliest attempts at unsupervised evolutionary art was published in 1994
by Baluja et al [8]. Baluja et al trained a neural network to perform the aesthetic evaluation of evolved images, but the authors concluded that the results
were ‘unsatisfactory’. In the following years, very little work has been published
on the topic of unsupervised evolutionary art, but recently the idea has been
gaining traction, resulting in papers on EvoArt that use aesthetic measures as
fitness functions, and on aesthetic measures in the context of Computational
Aesthetics. However, many papers on aesthetic measures are not ‘tested’ in an
EvoArt system, and many papers on unsupervised EvoArt are incomparable because they not only differ in the aesthetic measures, but also in the evolutionary
algorithms, genotype representations, and statistics.
The development of unsupervised EvoArt systems may benefit from the field of
‘computational aesthetics’. This research field investigates the development of
functions that calculate an aesthetic value of images (and sometimes other artefacts) and are known as ‘aesthetic measures’. Machado et al [5] worked on their
well-known system NEvAr in which they use an aesthetic measure described in
Machado et al [9]. We have implemented a variation of the aesthetic measure
from Machado et al [9] (see Section 2.5 for more details) Brian Ross, William
Ralph and Hai Zong [10] evolved aesthetically pleasing images using William
Ralph’s bell curve aesthetic measure. We have re-implemented this aesthetic
measure and use it in our experiments and compare the resulting images with
images evolved using other aesthetic measures (see Section 2.6 for more details).
Good overviews of the field are by Greenfield [11] and Hoenig [12] An extensive
recent overview by Galanter [13] describes a large number of aesthetic evaluation functions from different origins (complexity, neural networks, distance to
an example, etc.). Colin Johnson [14] compiled a survey on the use of fitness
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functions in EvoArt and evolutionary music from nine editions of the EvoMusart
conference.
In previous work we describe the use of aesthetic measures in unsupervised evolutionary art [15, 16], and the use of a combination of aesthetic measures using
multi-objective optimisation [17]. This paper is a rewritten and extended version
of these 3 papers; we performed experiments in which we compare 7 aesthetic
measures under the same conditions, using larger populations and more evaluations. Furthermore, we performed more runs and measured more observables
than in the original papers, and added the symmetry aesthetic measure to the
comparison. This structured and detailed comparison of 7 aesthetic measures in
an unsupervised EvoArt system is the first main contribution of this paper. The
second main contribution of this paper is the description of the use of a number
of combinations of aesthetic measures in a Multi-Objective Optimisation setup.
We address the following research questions:
1. What is the effect of different aesthetic measures on the resulting images?
2. Are there correlations between the scores calculated by different aesthetic
measures?
3. How do the aesthetic measures judge each others visual output?
4. How do aesthetic measures differ in terms of evolutionary search speed?
In other words, which aesthetic measures lead to rapid convergence and
which ones lead to long exploratory phases?
5. How do aesthetic measures differ in the appearance of bloat? (We use a
representation with variable chromosome size.)
6. What combinations of two aesthetic measures (in a multi-objective EA)
result in images that merge the visual effects of both of them?
With regards to the first research question; we expect that each aesthetic measure will direct the search process into ‘its own part’ of the search space, resulting in an own ‘style’ for each aesthetic measure. We verify this by calculating
a range of image features for image evolved by the different aesthetic measures,
and compare the image statistics of each aesthetic measure. The second research question concerns similarities between aesthetic measures; we calculate
the correlation between the aesthetic scores produced by two aesthetic measures,
and present the correlation between all 7 aesthetic measures. Furthermore, we
calculate the ‘aesthetic appeal’ of the images evolved by a certain aesthetic measure; we calculate the aesthetic score for aesthetic measure AMi with aesthetic
measure AMj . We are interested to find how the images that were evolved with
an aesthetic measure (as the fitness function) are ‘liked’ by its peer aesthetic
measures. An aesthetic measure has high ‘aesthetic appeal’ if its images are
appreciated by its peer aesthetic measures. Research question 4 concerns the
evolutionary search speed of an aesthetic measure; previous experiments have
suggested that some aesthetic measures are ‘easier’ to satisfy than others. This
results in convergence after 5 to 10 generations with some aesthetic measures
and with exploration search behaviour after 20 generations with other aesthetic
measures. We measure the progress in fitness for the aesthetic measures, and
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compare the normalised fitness values (per generation) for all aesthetic measures. In order to answer research question 5 on the development of bloat, we
measure the average sizes of the colour schemes and the average tree depth using
different aesthetic measures as the fitness function, and compare the results. In
order to answer research question 6, we use a MOEA setup with a number of
combinations of aesthetic measures. We show a portfolio of images using each
combination and show Pareto fronts of each combination.
This paper is organised as follows; The aesthetic measures that we used are described in Section 2. Our evolutionary art system is described in Section 3, and
our experiments with single aesthetic measures and their results are described in
Section 4. Next, we investigated the combination of multiple aesthetic measures
and we describe this in Section 5. We end this paper with our conclusions and
directions for future work in Section 6.
2. Aesthetic Measures
In this section we will describe the aesthetic measures that we used in our
experiments. All aesthetic measures were used in the first series of experiments
using a single aesthetic measure (Section 4) and some were also used in the series
of experiments using multi-objective optimisation (Section 5). The aesthetic
measures are (in alphabetical order) Benford’s Law [18], Fractal Dimension
[19], Global Contrast Factor [20], Information Theory [21], Machado & Cardoso
[9], Ross, Ralph & Zong [10], and Reflectional Symmetry [22]. In the next
subsections we will give a brief description of each aesthetic measures. Full
details can be found in the original papers.
2.1. Benford’s Law
The first aesthetic measure that we describe is based on Benford’s Law
[23, 18]; Benford’s Law (or first-digit law) states that a list of numbers obtained
from real life (i.e. not created by man) are distributed in a specific, non-uniform
way. The leading digit occurs one third of the time, the second digit occurs
17.6%, etc. (see Figure 1).
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We use Benford’s law to measure the distribution of (light) intensity of pixels.
For an image we calculate the intensity histogram using 9 bins. Next we calculate the difference between the actual histogram and the Benford histogram;
Mbl (I) =

dmax − dtotal
dmax

(1)

where dtotal is
dtotal =

9
X

(Himage (i) − Hbenf ord (i))p

(2)

i=1

where Himage (i) is the number of entries in the intensity histogram bin number
i. Hbenf ord (i) is the value from the Benford distribution (see Figure 1). The
maximal difference dmax for p = 3 is (1 − 0.301)3 + (0.176)3 . . . + (0.046)3 =
0.3511. Lower values for p (we experimented with p = 3, p = 2 and p = 1) result
in a higher penalty for differences in intensity distribution. For our experiments
we used p = 1.
2.2. Fractal Dimension
Spehar et al [19] investigated the aesthetic preference of people for natural,
artificial and man-made fractals. They found a peak in the preference for fractal
images with a fractal dimension around 1.35. Images with a higher fractal
dimension were considered complex, and images with a lower dimension were
considered uninteresting. We use this finding to construct an aesthetic measure.
For a given image I with a fractal dimension d, we define our fractal dimension
aesthetic measure M as
Mf d (I) = max(0, 1 − |1.35 − d(I)|)

(3)

We calculate the fractal dimension using a technique called “box-counting” [19].
Fractal dimension has been used in other work in the context of aesthetic evaluation; Saunders et al use fractal dimension to calculate the complexity of an
image and use this number in their generative art system [24]. Fractal dimension has also been used in the evolutionary design of jewellery [25]. Machado et
al evolved images using a context-free grammar genotype representation and a
number of fitness functions, including fractal dimension [26].
2.3. Global Contrast Factor
The Global Contrast Factor computes contrast (difference in luminance or
brightness) at various resolutions [20]. Images that have little or few differences
in luminance have low contrast and are considered ‘boring’, and thus have a low
aesthetic value. Contrast is computed by calculating the (average) difference in
perceptual luminance between two neighbouring super pixels. Super pixels are
square blocks (of a certain size) in the image. The perceptual luminance lx,y
for a greyscale pixel is calculated by first applying a gamma correction to the
brightness (or luminance) value b (where b ∈ [0..255]);
lx,y = (
5

bx,y γ
)
255

(4)

Matkovic et al [20] used γ = 2.2 and we use this value as well. The perceptual
luminance Lx,y of a pixel (x, y) is calculated by
p
(5)
Lx,y = 100 · lx,y
The contrast between two neighbouring super pixels is calculated as
p
p
C = | L1 − L2 |

(6)

Next the authors define a weight wk that needs to be applied to each super pixel
of size i × i; k refers to the index of the array of sizes of super pixels; (2, 4, 8, 16,
25, 50, 100 and 200). For example, for super pixel of size 8 × 8, we determine
that the index of ‘8’ in the array is 2, so k = 2.
wk = −0.406385 · x + 0.334573) · x + 0.0877526

(7)

where

k−1
8
Using these definitions, we can calculate the contrast at resolution rk by
x=

contrast(n, pk , rk ) = Ckpk

(8)

(9)

where power p is defined as
k−1
(10)
70
The GCF aesthetic measure is defined as the average contrast (calculated over
multiple resolutions);
p=1−

Mgcf (I) =

9
X

wk · contrast(n, pk , rk )

(11)

k=1

Both w and p were optimised using several experiments in [20]. In our implementation we used all the settings from [20], and we refer to that paper for more
details.
2.4. Information Theory Aesthetic Measures
There have been several efforts to use information theory to calculate the
aesthetic value of an object. Hoenig [12] and Greenfield [11] describe a number of methods by Bense and Moles, and Rigau et al [21] describe a family of
closely related aesthetic measures based on Shannon entropy and Kolmogorov
complexity. Our information theory aesthetic measure is an implementation of
Rigau et al [21], whereby we have implemented all variants. In this paper we
will focus on the aesthetic measure that calculates the Shannon entropy of the
intensity of the pixels. Using a histogram of 256 intensity values using image I,
the aesthetic measure for Information Theory is defined as
Mit (I) = −

N
X

p(xi ) · log(p(xi ))

i=0
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(12)

where p(xi ) refers to the probability of intensity xi (in[0, .., 255]), which is the
frequency of that value divided by the number of pixels in the image. An image
I will score high on Mit if its intensity values are distributed in a uniform way.
2.5. Machado & Cardoso
The aesthetic measure described by Machado and Cardoso builds on the
relation between Image Complexity (IC) and Processing Complexity (PC) [9].
Images that are visually complex, but are processed easily have the highest
aesthetic value. As an example, the authors refer to fractal images; they are
visually complex, but can be described by a relatively simple formula. The
aesthetic measure M of an image I is defined as
Mmc (I) =

IC(I)a
P C(I)b

(13)

where a and b are weights that indicate the importance of the two factors to
the observer. The processing complexity is calculated at multiple time points
(t0 and t1 ), so the processing complexity P C(I) becomes

c
P C(t1 ) − P C(t0 )
P C(I) = (P C(t0 ) · P C(t1 ))b ·
(14)
P C(t1 )
where b and c indicate the relative importance of each factor. We then combine
13 and 14 to
Mmc (I) =

IC(I)a

c
)−P C(t0 )
(P C(t0 ) · P C(t1 ))b · P C(tP1C(t
1)

(15)

The Image Complexity can be regarded as the effort needed to compress an
image, and is defined as
IC(I) =

RM S(I)
Compressionratio(I)

(16)

where RMS refers to the difference between the original image and the compressed image, expressed as the root mean square. The compression ratio is
the ratio between the original image size and the compressed image size. The
authors suggest the use JPEG compression for image compression. We used a
JPEG quality setting of 0.75 (medium quality).
The Processing Complexity is calculated using fractal image compression; in
previous experiments we also used a fractal compression algorithm in our implementation of Machado & Cardoso, but were not satisfied with the results,
and compression times were very high [16]. We therefore decided to switch to
a JPEG2000 image compressor to estimate the processing complexity. Atkins
et al [27] also describe an alternative to compute Processing Complexity; next
to fractal compression they experimented with Run-Length Encoding. Since we
use JPEG2000 compression instead of fractal compression, our implementation
7

of Machado & Cardoso is not a 100% re-creation of the original paper [9]. Although we think that using JPEG2000 as a compressor will most likely result in
images of a different style (than the style of images when using fractal compression), we suspect that the images will be comparable to images evolved using a
fractal compressor (to estimate Processing Complexity), and at a discussion at
a conference, this assumption was supported by Penousal Machado, one of the
authors of the original paper [9].
2.6. Ross, Ralph and Zong (Bell Curve)
The aesthetic measure by Ross, Ralph & Zong is based on the observation
that many fine art paintings exhibit functions over colour gradients that conform
to a normal or bell curve distribution [10]. The authors suggest that works of
art should have a reasonable amount of changes in colour, but that the changes
in colour should reflect a normal distribution (hence the name ’Bell Curve’).
The calculation takes a number of steps; first we calculate the gradient of the
red value ri,j for each pixel using
|Ori,j |2 =

(ri,j − ri+1,j+1 )2 + (ri+1,j − ri,j+1 )2
d2

(17)

where d is a scaling factor that is used to scale the image to allow to compare
images of different size; we set d to be 0.1% of half of the diagonal of the image
(as in the original paper). Note that we don’t strictly need the scaling factor d
in our experiments, since all individuals in our experiments produce images of
the same size.
The calculation for the green and blue value of each pixel is similar. Once we
have the 3 gradients of the RGB values for each pixel, we calculate the overall
gradient (or ‘stimulus’) Si,j :
q
Si,j = |Ori,j |2 + |Ogi,j |2 + |Obi,j |2
(18)
Next, we calculate the response Ri,j for each pixel as
Ri,j =

Si,j
S0

(19)

Where S0 is the detection threshold which we set to 2 (as in [10]). We want to
calculate the difference between the normal distribution and the actual distribution, so we need to calculate the mean µ by
P
2
i,j (Ri,j )
µ= P
(20)
i,j (Ri,j )
and the standard deviation σ 2 is calculated by
P
2
i,j Ri,j (Ri,j − µ)
2
P
σ =
i,j (Ri,j )
8

(21)

Using µ and σ the values for Ri,j are stored in a histogram where each bin has
width σ/100. Using the histogram, we can calculate the actual probability pi
and expected probability qi . The difference between these probabilities is the
deviation from normality (DFN), and this is the score of the aesthetic measure;
 
X
pi
Mrrz (I) = DF N = 1000
pi · log
(22)
qi
where i refers to the bin in the histogram.
2.7. Reflectional Symmetry
We have designed and implemented an aesthetic measure that computes
the reflectional symmetry of an image. The calculation of symmetry is done
as follows. First, we divide the image in four quadrants; A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , see
figure 2). Left, right, top, and bottom areas are defined as Alef t = A1 ∪ A3 ,

Figure 2: For the symmetry aesthetic measure we divide the area in four quadrants
Aright = A2 ∪ A4 , Atop = A1 ∪ A2 and Abottom = A3 ∪ A4 . The horizontal
reflectional symmetry of an image I is defined as the similarity between its two
area halves Alef t and Aright ;
Sh (I) = s(Alef t , Aright )

(23)

and the vertical similarity is calculated as
Sv (I) = s(Atop , Abottom )

(24)

and diagonal symmetry is defined as
Sd (I) =

s(A1 , A4 ) + s(A2 , A3 )
2

(25)

The similarity between two areas s(A1 , A2 ) is defined as
Pw
s(Ai , Aj ) =

x=0

Ph

y=0 (sim(Ai (x, y), Āj (x, y))

w·h

(26)

where x and y are the coordinates of the pixel, w and h are the width and
height of the area (they are the same for all the areas in the calculations), and
9

Āj is the mirrored area of Aj ; for horizontal symmetry we mirror Aj around the
vertical axis, for vertical symmetry we mirror Aj around the horizontal axis,
and for diagonal symmetry we mirror Aj around the horizontal axis and around
the vertical axis. Next, we define the similarity between two opposing pixels
sim(Ai (x, y), Aj (x, y)) as

1
if |I(Ai (x, y)) − I(Āj (x, y))| < α,
sim(Ai (x, y), Aj (x, y)) =
(27)
0
otherwise
where I(Ai (x, y)) refers to the intensity value of a pixel (x, y) in area Ai , and α
is a difference threshold. In our experiments we used α = 0.05 (where I(x, y) ∈
[0..1]). The intensity of a 24 bit RGB pixel I(x, y) is defined as the average of
its red, green and blue value;
I(x, y) =

r(x, y) + g(x, y) + b(x, y)
3

(28)

Note that intensity is not the same as brightness; brightness refers to the perceived lightness, and uses different weights for the (r, g, b) components. We
define the aesthetic measure(s) for horizontal, vertical or diagonal symmetry as
Mstrictsym,α (I) = Sα (I)

(29)

where α is horizontal, vertical or diagonal (h,v or d). For combinations, we
calculate the average of the distinct symmetries. For example, for combined
horizontal, vertical and diagonal symmetry, we calculate the aesthetic value as
Mstrictsym,combined (I) =

Sh (I) + Sv (I) + Sd (I)
3

(30)

2.7.1. Calculating ‘liveliness’ using entropy
If we merely use a measure of symmetry as a fitness function to evolve
images, we would end up with many monotonous, maybe even monochrome
images. A monotonous image is relatively easy to evolve and often has a lot
of left-right symmetry, and consequently will score high on our fitness function.
In order to evolve ‘interesting’ symmetric images, we also need to incorporate
a calculation of ‘interestingness’, or ‘liveliness’ of an image, and incorporate
this notion into the calculation of the fitness function. There has been prior
research into the calculation of complexity of images; Machado and Cardoso
use jpeg compression and fractal compression to calculate the image complexity
and processing complexity with which they construct an aesthetic measure to
evolve images without human evaluation [9, 5].
From our own observations we have seen that images that are interesting or
lively often exhibit variation in intensity across the image. With this in mind, we
decided to re-use our Information Theory aesthetic measure that uses Shannon
entropy on the intensity of the pixels; We define ‘liveliness’ as
Mliveliness (I) = Mit (I)
10

(31)

With the measure of symmetry and the measure of liveliness we construct our
aesthetic measure for horizontal, vertical, diagonal symmetry as follows;
Msymmetry,α (I) = Mstrictsym,α (I) · Mliveliness (I)

(32)

where α is horizontal, vertical or diagonal (h,v or d).
3. Evolutionary Art System
All experiments in the paper were performed using our own software environment in which we investigate evolutionary art. It uses genetic programming
and supports three genotype representations; Lisp expressions, Scalable Vector
Graphics (SVG), and Glitch recipes. Furthermore, it supports both supervised
and unsupervised evaluation. In this paper we only discuss unsupervised fitness
evaluation using aesthetic measures and only perform experiments with symbolic expressions as the representation. In our system, a genotype consists of
1) a Lisp-style expression that returns a value of type ‘double’, and 2) a colour
scheme or colour lookup table. Lisp-like expressions are common within genetic
programming (see [28]). Our genetic programming is type-safe and returns only
results of type ‘double’. The computation of a phenotype from the genotype is
done as follows; for a target phenotype image with a resolution (width, height)
we calculate the function value from the lisp expression (the genotype) for each
(x,y) pixel of the image. The resulting matrix of floating point numbers is
mapped onto an indexed colour table, and this results in a matrix of integers,
where each integer refers to a colour index of the corresponding colour scheme.
This way the colouring is independent of the double values (other approaches
like [3] have functions in the function set that directly address colouring). The
Lisp expression is subject to crossover and mutation; we use standard subtree
crossover and standard subtree mutation. The colour scheme is also part of
the genotype, and is also subject to mutation and crossover. A mutation in
the colour scheme could result in an entirely different coloured image, even if
the expression remains unaltered. The resulting image is passed to the fitness
function (one of the aesthetic measures) for evaluation. The colour scheme is a
list of colours, and in all our experiments in this paper we have used one set of
300 colour schemes.
See Figure 3 for a schematic overview.
4. Experiments with single aesthetic measures
4.1. Setup
We performed a series of experiments with the seven aesthetic measures described in Section 2. We performed 50 runs for each aesthetic measure and
collected the images of the 50 most fit individuals of each run. Next, we calculated the aesthetic measure of those 50 individuals by the other aesthetic
measures. From the 2500 images of each experiment (50 runs, 50 most fit individuals) we handpicked 10 images that were typical for that image set. For
11

Figure 3: A schematic overview of the expression of the genotype (expression
plus colour scheme) into the phenotype (image) for LISP expression (plus
(cone3 x y) (turbulence x y)); the four images on the right are renderings
of this expression, using four different colour schemes.
the genetic operators we used subtree mutation (with a mutation rate of 0.25),
subtree crossover (with a crossover rate of 0.75), we initialised the population
using the well-known ramped half-and-half initialisation method [28], and used
tournament selection (tournament size 3) for both parent selection and survivor
selection. For survivor selection we use elitist selection (best 1). The evolutionary parameters for our first and second series of experiments are presented in
Table 1. On average, a single run with with with one aesthetic measure (20
generations, population size 250) took around 14 minutes to execute on an 8
core Linux machine. A similar run with two aesthetic measures using NSGA-II
cost 14.5 minutes on average.
Initial experiments have shown that a lot of time is spent on genotypes
that produce very simple images (mostly images with two or more single-colour
bands). In order to improve search efficiency, we introduced a minimal complexity threshold of 8%; an image that can be compressed using PNG to 8% or less
of its original size is discarded; its fitness is set to 0 and the genotype will most
likely be replaced by a fitter individual in the next generation. We experimented
with several values for this minimal threshold, typically between 0.02 and 0.10,
and found that 0.08 (or 8%) is a good trade-off; it discards the really simple
images, but at the same time it allows for the creation of individuals at the early
stages of the evolutionary process, when there are very few fit individuals in the
population. We used this threshold value in all our experiments with all the
aesthetic measures. This simple threshold rule increases the complexity of the
images, and thereby increases the quality of the output images (by discarding
the very simple images), although it does introduce a bias; Mondriaan type im12

Table 1: Evolutionary parameters of our evolutionary art system used in all
experiments

Representation
Initialisation
Survivor selection
Parent Selection
Mutation
Recombination
Fitness function
Additional Fitness
Population size
Generations
Tournament size
Crossover rate
Mutation rate
Maximum tree depth

Symbolic parameters
Expression trees, see Table 2 for the function set
Ramped half-and-half (depth between 2 and 5)
Tournament, Elitist (best 1)
Tournament
Point mutation
Subtree crossover
One of the aesthetic measures from Sec. 2, or a
combination (for MOEA experiments), see Table 13
Discard images with PNG compression < 8%
Numeric parameters
250
20
3
0.75
0.25
8

ages, or images like the works of Malevich’ ‘Black square’ (1915) and or works
from the art movement known as ‘Suprematism’ are probably outside the scope
of our system.

0
if png(I) < 0.08
f itness(m, I) =
(33)
m(I)
otherwise
where png(I) is the compressing ration for image I using png.
4.2. Function set
We used one function set in all our experiments and we present it in Table
2. Many functions used are similar to the ones used in [3], [4] and [10]. The
terminals x and y are variables that refer to the (x, y) coordinate of a pixel,
width and height refer to the width and height of the image; the use of width
and height is useful because we usually perform evolutionary computation using
images with a resolution of 250x250 and display the end result on resolution of
1000x1000. ephem double and ephem int refer to random initialised constants
of type double (float) and integer. golden ratio and pi refer to the golden ratio
(1.6180) and to π. The ‘Basic math’, ‘Other math’, ‘Relational’, ‘Conditional’
and ‘Bitwise’ functions mostly speak for themselves and are described in [3]
and [4]. The three ‘cone’ functions are variations on a similar function from a
paper by Greenfield [29]. Most ‘Noise’ functions are from [3] except for ‘moire’,
which was taken from Pickover [30]; it generates a so-called moire pattern; a
semi-random semi-repetitive noisy pattern. The chaos functions ‘turbulence’,
‘plasma’, and ‘chaoticdust’ were also taken from Pickover [30].
13

Table 2: Function and terminal set of our evolutionary art system
Terminals
Basic Math
Other Math
Relational
Bitwise
Noise
Boolean
Other

x,y, width, height, ephem double, golden ratio, pi
plus/2, minus/2, multiply/2, div/2, mod/2
log/1, sinh/1, cosh/1, tanh/1, atan2/2, hypot/2, log10/1,
squareroot/1, cone2/2, cone3/2, cone4/2
minimum/2, maximum/2, ifthenelse/3
and/2, or/2, xor/2
perlinnoise/2, fbm/2, scnoise/2, vlnoise/2, marble/2,
turbulence/2, plasma/2
lessthan/4, greaterthan/4
smoothnoise/2, moire/2, chaoticdust/2, parabol/2

4.3. Results
For each experiment we saved 50 images from individuals with the higher
fitness from each run (2500 images in total for 50 runs) and gathered a portfolio
of 50 images to get an impression of the style of the images. In each following
subsection we present these images with a description (for each aesthetic measure). In each subsection we give an overview of a number of image statistics,
and group them by the aesthetic measure that ‘produced’ it. We calculated the
minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation (sd) for the image properties
red, green, blue, hue, saturation, brightness, luminance and chroma. Luminance
refers to the perceived lightness, and is defined as
Lum(r, g, b) = (0.30 · r) + (0.59 · g) + (0.11 · b)

(34)

Chroma (or colourfulness) refers to the perceived intensity of a colour and is
defined as
Chroma(r, g, b) = max(r, g, b) − min(r, g, b)
(35)
4.3.1. Benford’s Law
Figure 4 shows 10 images that we gathered from our experiment using the
Benford’s Law aesthetic measure. The image textures in the Benford’s Law
images are varied; many images have a ‘grainy’ texture when compared to images
evolved with the other aesthetic measures. The resulting images have a mean
chroma of 77.99, which makes it one of the more ‘colourful’ aesthetic measures.
Fractal Dimension, Global Contrast Factor, and Machado & Cardoso all score
lower on chroma.
4.3.2. Fractal Dimension
The images produced using our fractal dimension aesthetic measure are presented in Figure 5. What is apparent from these images is that the style is
different from images produced by the other aesthetic measures. The average
image produced with the Fractal Dimension is relatively dark; the values for
mean brightness and luminance are the lowest of all aesthetic measures (58.9
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and 41.4 respectively). The images are also among the least colourful; the mean
value for chroma is among the lowest of all aesthetic measures (together with
Global Contrast Factor and Machado & Cardoso).
4.3.3. Global Contrast Factor
The Global Contrast Factor calculates and values contrast on various resolutions of an image, and this results (as expected) in images with a lot of contrast.
Most images have little colour variation (Figure 6), and contain high contrast
colours (shades of black, shades of white). Since contrast is calculated at various resolutions, the spread of contrast across different resolutions is rewarded,
and this results in lively images. The appearance of differences in brightness
and luminance is also reflected in our image statistics in Table 5; the standard
deviation for brightness and luminance is the highest of all aesthetic measures.
The dominance of black and white also results in a low mean chroma (31.95),
among the lowest of all aesthetic measures.
4.3.4. Information Theory
The information theory aesthetic measure (the variant that uses Shannon
entropy on the brightness of the pixels) [21] will reward images with a uniform
distribution of brightness values. Figure 7 shows 10 images evolved using the
IT aesthetic measure. The images are in general very colourful and often have
a ‘grainy’ feel to it. We think the the grainy textures in the images are caused
by the search for a uniform distribution of the brightness values (which are
appreciated by the Shannon entropy measure). We found that many images
evolved with this aesthetic measure are similar to the images that were evolved
using the Benford’s law aesthetic measure.
4.3.5. Machado & Cardoso
The images produced using our variant of the Machado & Cardoso measure
are presented in Figure 8. The images have their own distinct style; the colour
white is seen very often in the images, and this is reflected in a high value for
mean brightness and luminance (229.25 and 220.74 respectively). Also note the
high values for the mean of the red, green and blue channels. In general, many
images are simple in structure (for example, much simpler that the images that
were evolved using the fractal dimension aesthetic measure).
4.3.6. Ross, Ralph & Zong (Bell Curve)
The images produced using the aesthetic measure of Ross, Ralph & Zong
are presented in Figure 9. It is apparent that these images are very different
from the ones produced using the other aesthetic measures. Most images are
very abstract and have a very distinct colour progression within the images.
Many images resemble textures that are used in computer graphics, and this is
similar to what the Ross et al found in their evolutionary art system [10]. Table
8 shows the image statistics for the images by Ross, Ralph & Zong. Apparent is
that the image score high on brightness, only Machado & Cardoso scores higher
on mean brightness.
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Figure 4: Summary of images evolved using Benford’s Law

Figure 5: Summary of images evolved using Fractal Dimension
4.3.7. Reflectional Symmetry
Figure 10 shows the images produced using the symmetry aesthetic measure.
As can be expected, all images show a high degree of symmetry; either horizontally, vertically or both. The images are rather varied in many image features;
they display a variety in texture, colours, colour transition, colour variation etc.
The reflectional symmetry measure rewards similarity of pixel values between
areas of an image; it has no preference for certain colours, high or low saturation, etc. This observation is reflected in Table 9; most image features have a
high spread of the values, and the standard deviation values are also high.

Figure 6: Summary of images evolved using Global Contrast Factor
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Figure 7: Summary of the images evolved using Information Theory

Figure 8: Summary of images evolved using Machado & Cardoso

Figure 9: Summary of images evolved using Ross, Ralph & Zong

Figure 10: Summary of images evolved using the aesthetic measure of Reflectional Symmetry
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Table 3: Image statistics for Benford’s Law

red
gr.
blue
hue
sat
bri.
lum.
chr.

min.
1.34
0.17
1.16
0.00
0.00
3.28
2.30
0.00

max.
255.00
255.00
255.00
253.00
254.73
255.00
254.93
237.93

mean
136.80
111.72
120.02
111.00
124.22
163.66
119.68
77.99

Table 4: Image statistics for Fractal Dimension

sd
83.80
85.63
79.30
83.84
89.13
75.56
71.39
71.59

Table 5: Image statistics for Global
Contrast Factor

red
gr.
blue
hue
sat
bri.
lum.
chr.

min.
2.64
1.49
2.30
0.00
1.03
4.55
2.61
0.01

max.
253.72
253.69
253.73
237.47
243.25
253.77
253.54
219.21

mean
101.36
88.60
92.42
70.09
101.93
111.01
92.43
31.95

min.
22.01
12.71
14.73
0.00
0.01
52.73
33.52
0.01

max.
254.78
254.77
254.77
239.53
242.27
254.78
254.64
226.41

mean
211.15
197.44
199.33
25.50
39.01
216.25
201.37
24.09

min.
4.15
2.77
5.61
0.60
0.28
17.38
10.85
0.07

max.
254.72
254.29
254.56
249.83
250.87
254.74
254.21
225.83

mean
43.33
41.79
43.19
102.75
149.58
58.94
41.95
31.40

sd
44.20
37.66
39.66
34.48
41.05
44.34
36.80
27.46

Table 6: Image statistics for Information Theory

sd
90.90
89.06
88.59
66.70
75.83
93.07
85.34
47.72

Table 7:
Image statistics for
Machado & Cardoso

red
gr.
blue
hue
sat
bri.
lum.
chr.

red
gr.
blue
hue
sat
bri.
lum.
chr.

red
gr.
blue
hue
sat
bri.
lum.
chr.

min.
1.71
0.35
0.49
0.05
0.04
3.56
3.09
0.01

max.
254.99
254.92
254.93
253.20
254.53
254.99
254.93
242.28

mean
139.48
114.60
120.00
105.34
118.78
165.76
122.17
78.41

sd
78.08
83.03
77.24
87.49
90.46
70.90
67.13
73.82

Table 8: Image statistics for Ross,
Ralph & Zong

sd
43.58
53.29
50.20
47.66
52.38
35.30
47.00
38.97

red
gr.
blue
hue
sat
bri.
lum.
chr.

min.
18.34
8.47
11.51
0.00
0.01
47.15
29.66
0.01

max.
254.79
254.78
254.78
245.27
245.96
254.80
254.67
228.34

mean
177.88
145.10
152.93
84.67
94.46
194.74
155.32
66.73

sd
61.32
75.97
71.09
74.54
79.16
49.54
61.43
63.53

4.3.8. Additional statistics
During our runs we gathered data to measure a number of statistics of our
evolutionary art system. We gathered the average fitness, the sizes of the colour
schemes and the tree depths of the expression trees for each individual, for each
generation and for all runs. We calculated the averages over 50 runs, and present
the findings in Figure 11.
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Table 9: Image statistics for Reflectional Symmetry

red
gr.
blue
hue
sat
bri.
lum.
chr.

min.
23.89
4.94
10.31
0.00
0.00
48.74
31.16
0.00

max.
254.93
254.92
254.92
246.83
248.93
254.93
254.84
231.97

mean
156.86
107.56
121.79
98.42
122.74
173.03
123.45
79.59

sd
56.61
63.95
60.58
63.61
68.05
48.07
52.61
56.54

Fitness - In Figure 11a we show the average normalised fitness per aesthetic
measure (average of 50 runs). We show the normalised fitness values over the 20
generations because we are primarily interested in the progression of the fitness
value per aesthetic measure and not the actual fitness values. From the progression of the fitness values we see that the aesthetic measures Benford’s Law,
Information Theory and Symmetry progress rapidly in the first few generations;
Benford’s Law and Information Theory are already at 90% of their end value
after 5 generations. On the other hand, Ross, Ralph & Zong, Fractal Dimension
and the Global Contrast Factor still show a relatively steep progression at the
20th generation, which suggests that they might benefit from additional generations.
Colour scheme size - In Figure 11b we show the average number of colours in
the colour schemes per aesthetic measure (average of 50 runs). The progression
of the number of colour schemes seems to reflect whether the EvoArt is in exploration state or exploitation state. Information Theory and Benford’s law seem
to converge rapidly (see the progression of fitness in Figure 11a) and it seems
that the average number of colours in the colour schemes increases when the
EvoArt system reaches the exploitation phase. Information Theory converges to
an average of above 500 colours per colour scheme, and Benford’s law converges
to an average of around 425 colours per colour scheme. Other aesthetic measures
have less colours per colour scheme; symmetry and Fractal Dimension converge
to just over 300 colours per colour scheme. The symmetry measure calculates
the differences in luminance between pixels around an axis. The difference is
calculated using a threshold, whereby the calculated difference will be 0 if the
actual difference is below a threshold. If the average size of the colour scheme
decreases, the probability that two opposing pixels will have the same colour
will increase. Therefore, we assume that the Symmetry aesthetic measure will
indirectly favour individuals with less colours in their colour schemes.
Tree depth - The issue of ‘bloat’ is well-known in the field of Genetic Programming, and as can be seen from Figure 11c, evolutionary art systems that use
GP are not immune to this phenomenon. In all experiments the maximum tree
depth was set to 8 (see Table 1) and it can be observed that the average tree
depth increases steadily for each aesthetic measure. The difference between the
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(c) tree depth

Figure 11: Statistics gathered over 50 runs (all values are averaged over 50
runs); (a) fitness (normalised between 0 and 1), (b) number of colours in the
colour schemes, and (c) tree depth.
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aesthetic measures are not very high, although using Information Theory and
Symmetry as a fitness functions produces bigger trees (with a higher average
depth).
4.4. Correlation of aesthetic evaluation
We wanted to know which aesthetic measures have similar aesthetic preferences. In order to determine this, we took all the images that were produced in
single aesthetic measure experiments. We performed 50 runs in each experiment,
and saved the images of the 50 most fit individuals, resulting in 2500 images
per aesthetic measure. Since we have 7 aesthetic measures, we have a total of
7 × 2500 = 17,500 images. We calculated the aesthetic value of these images
using all aesthetic measures, resulting in 7 columns of 17,500 images. Next, we
normalised each aesthetic score between 0 and 1. With these data points, we
calculated the correlation in evaluation scores for all aesthetic measures. The
correlations are presented in Table 10.
Table 10: Correlation of aesthetic evaluation between the aesthetic measures,
calculated over 17,500 images; Abbreviations; BFL - Benford’s law, FRD Fractal Dimension, GCF - Global Contrast Factor, IT - Information Theory,
MC - Machado & Cardoso, RRZ - Ross, Ralph & Zong, SYM - Symmetry
BFL
BFL
FRD
GCF
IT
MC
RRZ
SYM

-0.270
-0.169
0.906
-0.285
0.089
-0.338

FRD
-0.270
0.378
-0.409
0.279
-0.038
0.689

GCF
-0.169
0.378
-0.320
0.250
0.024
0.401

IT
0.906
-0.409
-0.320
-0.318
0.077
-0.444

MC
-0.285
0.279
0.250
-0.318
0.015
0.303

RRZ
0.089
-0.038
0.024
0.077
0.015

SYM
-0.338
0.689
0.401
-0.444
0.303
-0.022

-0.022

The results from Table 10 suggest that the Information Theory and Benford’s
law aesthetic measures have similar aesthetic preferences; the two aesthetic measures show a high correlation in their aesthetic evaluation of the images (0.906).
Fractal Dimension and Symmetry also have a high correlation (0.689). The
lowest correlations are between Information Theory and Symmetry (-0.444) and
between Information Theory and Fractal Dimension (-0.409).
4.5. Calculating general appeal
In addition to calculating the similarity between aesthetic measures, we
wanted to determine what aesthetic measures would be ‘popular’ among its
peer aesthetic measures. This ‘general aesthetic appeal’ is calculated by letting
the aesthetic measures evaluate ‘each others’ work. If the images produced with
a certain aesthetic measure are only appreciated by the aesthetic measures itself
(and not by the other aesthetic measures), then we could conclude that the aesthetic measure has low ‘general appeal’. Note that we do not intend to define
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‘aesthetic appeal’ as a reference to human aesthetic preference; a high score on
‘generic appeal’ means that the aesthetic measure produces images that are on
average evaluated positively by the other aesthetic measures. In that sense, our
‘general appeal’ refers to a notion of ‘middle-of-the-road’.
In Table 11 we have gathered (for each of the seven aesthetic measures) the
average fitness of the 2500 most fit individuals that were collected for each
experiment (the 50 most fit individuals per run, 50 runs).
Table 11: The cross evaluation of the aesthetic value of each others images. We
present the mean fitness value per aesthetic measure, normalised between 0 and
1. The value in bold is the highest score per column.

Produced
by

BFL
FRD
GCF
IT
MC
RRZ
SYM

BFL
0.958
0.526
0.630
0.928
0.305
0.611
0.425

FD
0.056
0.527
0.224
0.057
0.071
0.064
0.148

Evaluated
GCF
IT
0.065
0.902
0.157
0.474
0.603 0.573
0.071 0.975
0.098
0.396
0.107
0.717
0.112
0.509

by
MC
0.039
0.208
0.178
0.044
0.151
0.075
0.155

RRZ
0.0373
0.0156
0.0379
0.0293
0.0218
0.0374
0.0371

SYM
0.070
0.720
0.420
0.070
0.089
0.126
0.835

The producing aesthetic measure is presented horizontally and the evaluation by all aesthetic measures is presented in the columns. If we look at the
table from left to right we see the following; First, Benford’s Law like its own
images best, and gives the lowest scores to the images produced with Machado
& Cardoso. Second, Fractal Dimension likes its own images best and the images
by Benford’s law the least. Next, Global Contrast Factor also likes its own images best, and gives the lowest scores to the Benford’s law images. Many images
evolved with Benford’s law have little contrast, so this finding is not surprising.
When we look at the scores by Information Theory in the fourth column, we
see that it likes its own images best and Machado & Cardoso the least. We
also notice that IT likes Benford’s law second best, and Benford’s law likes IT
second best (from the cross evaluation of Table 10 we already saw that the evaluations by Benford’s law and Information Theory had the highest correlation).
The Machado & Cardoso measure gives its highest score to Fractal Dimension
and Global Contrast Factor. This result is slightly surprising, since most (5
out of 7) aesthetic measures give their ‘own’ images the highest average score.
We suspect that our implementation of the Machado & Cardoso aesthetic measure has difficulty to ‘find’ images that perform well on Image Complexity and
Processing Complexity (see Section 2.5). Another explanation might be that
the Machado & Cardoso aesthetic measure has a preference for ‘orderly’ images
that are ‘eliminated’ by our 8% PNG compression rule (see Equation 33); this
would imply that our setup parameters are perhaps too strict for the Machado
& Cardoso aesthetic measure, and we intend to repeat experiments with the
Machado & Cardoso aesthetic measure with a lower threshold, or with a thresh22

old that start low (say 1%) and increases as evolution progresses. The Ross,
Ralph & Zong measure gives similar results; it gives its own images a high score
but gives higher scores to the images by Global Contrast Factor. Note that the
differences between the highest four average scores by RRZ are small (the values
are between 0.0371 and 0.0379). Furthermore, from Figure 11a we can conclude
that the EvoArt with RRZ was still in exploration phase at the 20th generation.
It is certainly possible that the configuration with RRZ will find better images
with additional generations, or bigger populations, or both. The symmetry
measure produces more predictable results; it gives its own images the highest
score. If we look at both Table 11 and Figure 11a we see that the three aesthetic measures that converge the fastest (Benford’s Law, Information Theory
and Symmetry) are evaluated high by their peers, whereas aesthetic measures
that results in slow convergence (in particular Machado & Cardoso and Ross,
Ralph & Zong) score relatively low on their peer evaluations. We believe that
the both Machado & Cardoso and Ross, Ralph & Zong aesthetic measure are
‘difficult’ aesthetic measures to ‘satisfy’ and that evolutionary search with these
measures is hard (much harder than when using, for example, the symmetry
aesthetic measure). It seems that after 20 generations, some of the aesthetic
measures will in the exploration phase of evolutionary search (in particular the
Ross, Ralph & Zong aesthetic measure) whereas other aesthetic measures were
already in the exploitation phase of evolutionary search.
In order to ‘compress’ the data from Table 11 we decided to replace the actual
scores with points. In each column of Table 11 we can replace the average score
with the rank of that score in the column. We can assign points by subtracting
the rank from the number of elements; score(X) = 7 − rank(X) (resulting in a
score between 0 and 6). If we apply this simple formula, we obtain Table 12.
Table 12: Points received by aesthetic measures by other aesthetic measures,
based on the rank in Table 11. The rightmost columns shows the total of points
received per aesthetic measure.

Points
received
by

BFL
FRD
GCF
IT
MC
RRZ
SYM

BFL
6
2
4
5
0
3
1

FD
0
6
5
1
3
2
4

GCF
0
5
6
1
2
3
4

Points given by
IT MC RRZ
5
0
4
1
6
0
3
5
6
6
1
2
0
3
1
4
2
5
2
4
3

Sym
1
5
4
1
2
3
6

Total
16
25
33
17
11
22
24

Table 12 should not be regarded as a competition in aesthetics, but as an
indication of the versatility of an aesthetic measure.If an aesthetic measure
scores high in this table, then it suggests that when one uses this aesthetic
measure as a fitness function in a EvoArt system, then it will result in images
that will score high (on average) on multiple aesthetic measures.
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5. Experiments with multiple aesthetic measures
In the previous sections we have described our investigations of the use of
single aesthetic measures in evolutionary art, and we showed that each aesthetic
measure has a distinct influence on the style of the resulting images. However,
in the current literature there is a reasonable consensus on the observation that
aesthetic evaluation of images is a multi -modal problem [13, 31, 32]. We agree
with this observation, and think that the use of multiple objectives in EvoArt
systems is an important route for future research. In this section we describe our
experiments in evolving art using multiple aesthetic measures, and will answer
our 6th research question of this paper; “Is it possible to merge the visual effect
of the use of multiple aesthetic measures into the resulting images using MultiObjective Optimisation?”
5.1. Multi-Objective Optimisation
Multi-objective optimisation is the process of optimising two or more criteria
or fitness functions at the same time. Multi-objective optimisation has been an
active field of research, also within the field of evolutionary computation. An
evolutionary algorithm that optimises two or more criteria at the same time
is called a Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm or MOEA. MOEA’s have
not been used frequently in the field of evolutionary art. Ross & Zhu [33]
describe research into evolving procedural art by comparing evolved images
with a target image. The fitness functions in their MOEA setup are distance
metrics that calculate the difference between an individual and the target image.
Our approach is different since we do not evolve images with a target image in
mind. Our approach is similar to the work by Gary Greenfield [31] in which he
evolves images using two fitness functions that were constructed using simple
aesthetic components that measure size, level of detail and interconnectedness
of a sequence of regions in the image. Our main setup is similar to the one
used by Greenfield, except that we perform multiple experiments with different
combinations of aesthetic measures.
In our experiments with the NSGA-II algorithm we tried 3 different pairs of
aesthetic measures; and we present the combinations in Table 13.
Table 13: Combinations of two aesthetic measures used in our MOEA experiments.

Experiment
1
2
3

Aesthetic
Measure 1
Ross, Ralph & Zong
Information Theory
Information Theory

Aesthetic
Measure 2
Symmetry
Symmetry
Benford’s law

The justification for the choice of these three pairs of aesthetic measures
was based on the outcome of the correlations between the aesthetic evaluation
in Table 10. Ross, Ralph & Zong and Symmetry had a correlation of around
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0, which suggests that the aesthetic measures evaluate different aspects of the
image. This would make a potentially interesting combination, since it would
suggest that the image features caused by both aesthetic measures would blend
when using a combination of both aesthetic measures in a MOEA setup. In
general, we suspect that most interesting combinations would be combinations
of aesthetic that act on different aspects of the images; therefore we think that all
combinations from Table 10 that have a correlation ‘around’ 0 would be a feasible
candidate for a combination in a MOEA setup. Note that having a correlation
of around 0 does not imply that the resulting images will be interesting, it means
that there is reason to believe that the image features of both aesthetic measures
will blend into the resulting images.
Information Theory and Symmetry have a negative correlation in Table 10, and
therefore we suspect that this combination will most likely not work in a MOEA
setup (since a high score by one aesthetic measure might co-occur with a low
score on the other).
Information Theory and Benford’s Law had the highest correlation; we think
this combination will ‘work’ (we think the influence of both measures will blend
in the resulting images) but we also think it is unlikely that it will produce
surprising results.
We used the well-known NSGA-II algorithm [34] for our experiments with multiobjective optimisation. NSGA-II finds an optimal Pareto front by using the
concept of non-domination; a solution A is non-dominated when there is no
other solution that scores higher on all of the objective functions. The optimal
Pareto front is the collection of individuals that are not dominated by any
other individual in the population. Furthermore, NSGA-II uses elitism and a
mechanism to preserve diverse solution by using a crowding distance operator.
For more details, we refer to the paper by Deb et al [34]. Bergen et al [35]
describe an interesting alternative to a MOAE (applied in Evolutionary Art)
using non-domination; their approach uses ranks instead of non-domination.
5.2. Setup
The setup of the experiments is mostly the same as the experiments with
the single aesthetic measures (Table 1). The differences are 1) the use of the
NSGA-II algorithm and 2) the use a combination of two aesthetic measures (see
Table 13) in the MOEA experiments.
From each run, we saved the Pareto front (the first front, with rank 0) and calculated the normalised fitness for image I for each objective f using fnormalised (I) =
f (I)/faverage . This way, we normalised all scores between 0 and 1. Next, we ordered each individual on the sum of the normalised scores of the two objectives,
and we stored the best individual from each run. With 50 runs per experiments,
we have 50 individuals per experiment that can be considered the “best 50”.
Using this approach, we have a fair and unbiased selection procedure (since we
did not handpick images for these selections). Unfortunately, we do not have
enough space in this paper to show the montage all 50 images for each configuration, and therefore we show the first 20 images (from the first 20 runs). On
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our website1 we show the montages of all 50 images for each configuration, and
all the individual images, and additional Pareto fronts.
5.3. Results from the multi-objective experiments
We wanted to know in detail how a single Pareto front was organised, and
whether we could see a (gradual) transition of the influence of measure A to
measure B while moving over the Pareto front. We zoomed in on a single
Pareto front and reconstructed the images that belong with each individual in
that front. In the following figures we show two Pareto fronts per configuration
to give the reader an insight in the distribution of (normalised) scores using two
aesthetic measures, and we show the corresponding image with each point in the
Pareto front. Due to space limitations, we can only show two Pareto fronts of
two runs per configuration (we present more Pareto fronts on our website). And
note the following; all scores presented in the Pareto fronts have been normalised
between 0 and 1. For the Pareto Fronts that show Symmetry (but the same
goes for other aesthetic measures) this implies that the individual that scores
lowest on Symmetry in the Pareto front will have a normalised score of 0, but
its actual score may not be 0.
5.3.1. Ross, Ralph & Zong and Symmetry
In the top 20 portfolio of the experiment with Ross, Ralph & Zong and
Symmetry (Figure 12). We can clearly see the influence of Symmetry in a
number of images, but the influence of Ross, Ralph & Zong is less clear. The
nice colour transitions patterns that we saw in Figure 9 are less apparent in
Figure 12. The results from Section 4.3.8, Figure 11a suggest that Ross, Ralph &
Zong is a difficult and ‘slow’ aesthetic measure, whereas the Symmetry aesthetic
measure is ‘easier’ (the progress in fitness of the Symmetry aesthetic measure
is faster than for Ross, Ralph & Zong). The faster progress of Symmetry might
‘pull’ the search process towards a part of search space that is beneficial for
the Symmetry measure, but not for Ross, Ralph & Zong, but we would have to
investigate this in more detail in future research. In Figure 13 we present two

Figure 12: Portfolio of images gathered from 50 runs with NSGA-II with Ross,
Ralph & Zong and Symmetry
Pareto fronts of our experiments with Ross, Ralph & Zong and Symmetry.
There is a stepwise transition in ‘style’ between the ‘typical’ Ross, Ralph &
Zong images (also see Figure 9) on the upper left, and the ‘typical’ Symmetry
1 http://eelcodenheijer.nl/
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Figure 13: Details of two Pareto fronts (of two different runs) of Ross, Ralph &
Zong and Symmetry
images (also see Figure 10) on the lower right, which suggest that the styles of
the two aesthetic measures blend reasonably well in these two runs. Other runs
suggest similar patterns, which suggests that the two aesthetic measures blend
reasonably well.
5.3.2. Information Theory and Symmetry
In the top 20 portfolio of the experiment with Information Theory and Symmetry (Figure 14) we see that the properties of both aesthetic measures appear
in the images. What is immediately striking is the uniformity of the best individuals of 20 different runs. The circular patterns are very dominant (caused
by the several ‘cone’ functions, see Table 2). The uniformity suggests that the
search process shows signs of convergion after 20 generations. From Section
4.3.8, Figure 11a we may conclude that Information Theory and Symmetry are
relatively easy to satisfy by our EvoArt system.

Figure 14: Portfolio of images gathered from 50 runs with NSGA-II with Information Theory and Symmetry
In the two Pareto fronts of two different runs using Information Theory and
Symmetry (Figure 15), we see two nice examples of smooth style transitions
when traversing the Pareto front from one end to the other In the upper left
corner we see images that score high on the Information Theory measure and
relatively low on symmetry. On the right we see images that score lower on
Information Theory and high on Symmetry, and we see a reasonable step tran27

Figure 15: Details of two Pareto fronts (of two different runs) of Information
Theory and Symmetry. Due to space constraints, the right Pareto Fronts shows
only 14 of the 28 images in the Pareto front.

Figure 16: Portfolio of images gathered from 50 runs with NSGA-II with Information Theory and Benford’s Law
sition as we traverse from left to right. Note that the images in the right Pareto
Front show a reasonable high amount of symmetry in all images (in this case
it is clear that a normalised score of 0 on Symmetry does not imply an actual
score of 0 on Symmetry).
5.3.3. Information Theory and Benford’s law
In Figure 16 we show the top 20 portfolio of the experiment with Information Theory and Benford’s Law. Information Theory and Benford’s law had the
highest correlation in aesthetic evaluation (see Table 10), and from Figures 16,
4 and 7 we may conclude that the combination of Information Theory with Benford’s law results in images that resemble the images of both separate aesthetic
measures. It’s difficult to conclude whether the effects of both aesthetic measures has blended into the images, since many images by Information Theory
and Benford’s law already resemble each other.
In Figure 17 we see two Pareto fronts of two runs of Information Theory
with Benford’s law. In both runs, most individuals score poor on the Benford’s
law measure, and we see this in several other Pareto fronts of this combination
of aesthetic measures. In the Pareto fronts (Figure 17) we see that there is little
‘synergy’ between the two aesthetic measures. The low scores of the individuals on Benford’s law, and the resulting images suggest that the effect of both
28

Figure 17: Details of two Pareto fronts (of two different runs) of Benford’s law
and Information Theory
aesthetic measures do not blend very well. The high correlation between the
aesthetic evaluations of Information Theory and Benford’s law suggests that the
two aesthetic measures are similar in aesthetic preference (although different in
their mechanisms), and this shows in the Pareto front of Figure 17; it is difficult
to find a ‘style transition’ when traversing the two Pareto fronts of Figure 17.
6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have investigated and compared seven aesthetic measures
in an EvoArt system. After our experiments we can conclude that the choice of
the aesthetic measure in an unsupervised EvoArt system determines the ‘style’
of the resulting images. Most aesthetic measures have a distinct visual style (we
conclude this on subjective assessment of the resulting images) and the image
statistics also suggest differences in visual output. The images produced by Benford’s Law and Information Theory look similar. Our second research question
concerns the correlation between aesthetic preferences of the aesthetic measures.
We found that Benford’s Law and Information Theory (the variant with Shannon entropy) have similar aesthetic taste (we had already concluded that the
images had similar ‘style’); they have a correlation of 0.906. Fractal Dimension
and Symmetry also have a high correlation in aesthetic preference (0.689).. Information Theory and Symmetry have the lowest correlation (-0.444).
Next, we investigated how well the aesthetic measures ‘like’ each others work
(research question 3). We can conclude that the Global Contrast Factor aesthetic measure is most liked by other aesthetic measures, and is probably the
most ‘general appealing’ measure in our setup (see Table 12 for details). The
progression in fitness (Figure 11a, research question 4) suggest that there are
differences in the search speed per aesthetic measure. The aesthetic measures
that converged before the last generation receive higher scores than the aesthetic
measures that were still in their exploration phase. It would be interesting to
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repeat the experiment with an alternative termination criterion, e.g. where evolution would stop if the increase in fitness would drop below a certain threshold
(instead of using a fixed number of generations).
Our fifth research question concerns whether there are differences between aesthetic measures in the development of bloat. The results suggest that the development of bloat depends on the progression of fitness of the EvoArt system
(see research question 2). Aesthetic measures that can be considered ‘easy’ (like
Information Theory and Benford’s Law) converge fast, and have the tendency
to produce bigger GP trees, with higher average tree depth.
Next, we investigated what combinations of aesthetic measures produce images
in which the visual effects (or style) of both aesthetic measures are merged.
First of all, we have shown that some combinations of aesthetic measure work
better than others; some combinations of aesthetic measures result in images
where the aesthetic properties do not blend very well. The Pareto fronts (Figure
13 and 15) suggest that the first two combinations blend reasonably well. The
images of the first two combinations also show a reasonable amount of ‘synergy’ between the two aesthetic measures. The Pareto front and images of the
last combination (Benford’s Law and Information Theory) show less synergy.
The results suggest that it is best to use combinations of aesthetic measures
that have low correlation between their aesthetic evaluations. A low correlation
would enable a successful merging of the properties of both aesthetic measures,
but it might not be successful from an artistic point of view. We think that
aesthetic measures that produce different visual output might be interesting
combinations for use in a MOEA setup. Note that these combinations will only
work if the differences in visual output are not in the same ‘visual aspect’ of the
image. For example, we think that Ross, Ralph & Zong and Symmetry combine
well because they calculate their scores on different aspects of the images.
Last, we think that our rule of have a minimal PNG compression complexity
of 8% (see Equation 33) might be to restrictive for some aesthetic measures,
most notably our implementation of Machado & Cardoso (and also for Ross,
Ralph & Zong). We suspect that in the early stages of evolution using MC,
many individuals might not meet the 8% rule, and their fitness is set to 0. If
a substantial portion of the population has a fitness of 0, the search behaviour
of our EvoArt system will be rather inefficient. In future work, we intend to
measure the proportion of the population that does not meet our 8% criterion,
and adjust this criterion accordingly. By adjusting this 8% rule, and by using
a termination criterion instead of a fixed number of generations, we suspect we
will achieve more efficient search behaviour with Machado & Cardoso and Ross,
Ralph & Zong.
Furthermore, we would like to develop an aesthetic measure based on existing aesthetic measures [36, 37, 38] for colour use or based on models of colour
harmony [39]. Another interesting direction for new aesthetic measures will be
composition and balance. We have investigated the use of symmetry and balance in prior work [40], and will continue in this direction of research. Bergen
and Ross [35] have evolved images using a MOEA that uses ranks instead of
non-domination; we intend to do experiments with similar alternative ranking
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techniques, and also consider alternative MOEA techniques [41, 42].
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